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source?isinconvenient andsometimes absolutely This invention" relates to target-locating 
methods and devices; andparticularly to systems’ 
of ‘this ‘character employing photocell multiplier 
tubes." 

According' to"‘conventional‘ practice photocell‘ 
multiplier tubes of‘varioustypes'havebeen used ‘ 
to‘provide information regarding thevlocation of 
a- remoteetarget‘irr'the'form, for'exa'mple, of a‘ 
point of "light." Gen'erally,'the tubes'pre'viously" 
used'have'beenpf' two'classes. Onetype of tube 
is provided with ‘a photoelectric cathode divided‘ 
into’ separate areas “of "predetermined form such 
as ‘quadrants 'of ‘a ‘circular “area‘ and'has arranged 
cooperativelytherewith an individual electron 
multiplier’fof'each‘ subdivision. of’ the cathode’ 
area; The other type of ‘tube employs a solid 
photoelectric “cath‘odéand a‘plu‘rality of electron 
niultipiiersihaving" anode- structure of suitable 
configuration“ to ' divide ‘the. electron ‘ image as 

desired: 
As ‘is well known in the ‘art; however, tubes of 

these types are‘ capable'onlyi‘of providing infor 
mationregardinglthe general location‘ of the tar 
get.‘ These‘. tubes are incapable» of supplying 
detailed information regarding“ the accurate 
location .of ‘the targetfwi'th respect to a line of 
sight-'whichl conveniently} may, be arranged I to 
coincide with' the ‘optical axis‘of the tube. 

all' devices of. this character employing 
photosensitive cathodes-there always is present a 
so-._called.-idark current.“ This is produced by ‘a » 
relatively small‘ electronemissionfrom the oath 
ode surface ‘even in» theabsence ofilightp Where a 
it. is desired‘to-use a-‘device'of this character for» 
the-locationwof aipoint “source of‘ light, for-ex 
ample, in: an: otherwise “completely dark-image, 
it, therefore; is-seenthat-‘there is di?iculty in 
segregating/the photoelectric-currents resulting 
from. the emissionwhich'occurs even in the ab- 
sence of light andthat. produced by the projection 
of annoptical image of the-lightsource upon the‘ 
cathode.»v Theseparation ot-these two currents, 
where the apparatus is-operated as a ‘direct cur 
rent device, is particularly di?icult: if it- is- desired" 
to i obtain- information with vany.v great ‘ degree of 
accuracy,» especiallywhere the lightrfrom the“ 
target source is ‘weak; In’ a system 'in/ which‘the ~ 
light received from the target source is impulsive‘ 
or iswinterrupted at *a-relatively. rapid rate, the 
apparatus a may: be“ operated as an alternating 
current :device an‘d1the separation of ‘the intelli-' 
igence-wsignal from thecdarkr current‘ signal is a‘ 

But; obviously; in" comparatively L easy; matter.‘ _ I 

many~caseswthe interruption 'ofl'the light at‘ the 
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It is an objector~ the'present invention, there 
fore, to 'provide'a'novel ‘ target-seeking device in 

.1' eluding a photocell tube ‘for converting an image‘ 
of‘ the area“ including a‘target into electrical 
intelligence representative of the accurate loca 
tion of‘ the target with respect to a predetermined ‘ 
point in'an' optical system’used in conjunction 
with the'tube: I 
Another object of the invention is to provide 

a novel method of locating a target, whereby to 
develop‘ electricareifects representative of the 
target location: 
The apparatus in‘ accordance with the present 

invention comprises‘ a ‘photocell multiplier tube 
havinga‘ photosensitive‘ cathode which may be, 
but not'necessarily, divided into a plurality of 
separate electron emissive ‘areas. An individual 
electron multiplier 'rnay be provided in associa 
tion with‘ each‘ ofthe‘segrnented ‘cathode areas. 
The optical system with which such a device is 
provided includes means ‘for projecting an optical 
image upon the cathode of the target light source 
in a manner to produce a‘ substantially circular 
tracer The'projecting means may include a lens" 
which is mountedffor ‘eccentric rotation relative 
to the ‘center of‘ the cathode; Additionally, there 
is provided,- in accordance with a novel feature 
of this invention‘; means ‘for intermittently inter 
rupting‘ the projected light. 
means‘ may consist of ‘a pair of disks; each of 
which~isprovided 1with a'plurality of alternate 
transparent and opaque‘areas. The disks should 
\be/m‘oun'ted‘between‘ the cathode and the light 
source and should be adapted‘ for relative move 
ment in order-to'interrupt the light. 
The method'iof-llocatin'g the light target in 

accordancewith this‘ invention comprises, e?ect 
ing-a ‘rotatingfprojection upon a photosensitive 
cathode ofma light spot representative of a target 
source. The ‘light ‘projection upon the cathode 
is interrupted at a predetermined frequency and‘ 
the alternatinglcornponent of the, photoelectric 
'iemis'sion- from-thel'cathode resulting‘ from the 
two'fore‘go'i'ng steps is ampli?ed so that it may 

' be'utilized to provide information indicative of 

50 

the'accur-ate location‘ of the target light source 
with respect ’to ‘a-‘giveni reference axis. 
For a better understanding of the invention, 

together ‘with other ‘and’further objects thereof,‘ 
reference‘is'had to' the following description, 
taken 1 in‘ connection with’ the accompanying 
drawing, and its 'scopeiwill'be‘ pointed out in the 

55 “appended claims. 

This interrupting ' 
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in the accompanying drawing: 
Fig. 1 is a diagrammatic representation of ap 

paratus embodying the present invention; 
Fig. 2 is a sectional view taken on the line 2-2 

of Fig. 1, and illustrating one con?guration of 
the photosensitive cathode, together with an as 
sociated electron multiplier arrangement in an 
embodiment of the invention in a preferred form; 

Fig. 3 is a sectional view taken on the line 3—3 
of Fig. 1, and illustrating the con?guration of the 
lens supporting structure; and 

Fig. 4 is a sectional view taken on the line vll—r1 
of Fig. 1, and illustrating the structure of one of 
the light interrupting members. 
Having reference now to Fig. 1 of the drawing, 

the apparatus embodying the present invention 
includes a photocell multiplier tube, the electrodes 
of which are mounted within an evacuated en 
velope H. In the illustrative form of the inven 
tion there is provided a photosensitive cathode 
[2 located adjacent one end of the tube envelope 
in such a manner that its sensitized surface faces 
the end of the tube. In this form of the inven 
tion the cathode comprises four substantially 
equal quadrant areas designated by the charac 
ters I, II, III and IV, and best illustrated in Fig. 2. 
Each of the quadrant areas of the cathode is dis 
tinct from the others. This arrangement may be 
provided in any conventional manner such as 
by setting separating strips between the quadrant 
areas or by cutting narrow slots in the cathode 
surface. 

Associated with each of the quadrant areas of 
the cathode there is provided a multistage elec 
tron multiplier, the ?rst stage electrode of each 
of which is located adjacent one segment of the 
sensitized surface of the cathode l2, For exam 
ple, the multiplier associated with the cathode 
quadrant II has a ?rst stage electrode l3 with 
the input opening thereof located adjacent to the 
peripheral edge of this cathode quadrant. In 
like manner, the ?rst stage electrode M of the 
electron multiplier associated with the cathode 
quadrant IV is similarly located with respect to 
the peripheral edge of this portion of the cathode. 
Each of the multipliers may comprise as many 
secondary electron emissive electrodes, arranged 
in a conventional series manner as illustrated, or 
as otherwise desired, as may be needed to effect 
the required multiplication of the electron emis 
sion from the cathode. Each of the multipliers 
is provided adjacent the ?nal secondary electron 
emissive electrode thereof with an electron col 
lector electrode such as l5 and [6 respectively 
of ‘the multipliers associated with the cathode 
quadrants II and IV. 
As illustrated, each of the photocell. electron 

multiplier units is connected to a source of energy 
for the impression of the required operating po 
tentials upon the component electrodes. In the 
case of the unit including the cathode quadrant 
II, the energy source may be a battery I‘! pro 
vided with a plurality of taps at appropriate 
points so that the desired voltages may be de 
rived therefrom. Similarly, a battery It fur 
nishes energy to the unit including the cathode 
quadrant IV. 
of employing separate sources of energy for each 
of the units comprising the apparatus embodying 
the invention, a single source may be employed 
with substantially equal facility. In such a case 
the connections of corresponding electrodes of the 
different units of the device may be made to the 
same points on the common energy source in a 
manner well known in the art. This latter type 
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4 
of connection may be made most conveniently by 
interconnecting the corresponding multiplying 
electrodes within the tube, so that only one set 
of conductors need to be extended to the energy 
source, In the present case the cathode quad 
rant II is connected to the negative terminal of 
the battery IT. The ?rst stage multiplier elec 
trode I3 and succeeding multiplier electrodes are 
connected to points of increasing voltage on the 
battery I‘! in a well known manner. The col 
lector electrode I5 is connected through an out 
put impedance such as a resistor [9 to the posi 
tive grounded terminal of the battery H. In like 
manner the cathode quadrant IV is connected 
to the negative terminal of a battery l8 and the 
collector electrode I6 is connected through an 
output impedance such as a resistor 20 to the 
grounded positive terminal of this battery. In 
case a single energy source is used for the multi 
plying electrodes, it nevertheless will be neces 
sary to separately connect the collector electrodes 
to their respective output impedances. 
The alternating current components of the sig 

nal voltages developed in the output resistors l9 
and 20, in a manner to be described, are im 
pressed upon individual alternating current am 
pli?ers 2i and 22, respectively. Condensers 23 
and 24 provide the necessary alternating current 
coupling between the respective output resistors 
l9 and 20A and their associated ampli?ers 2| and 
22. 
In order to project light coming from a dis 

tant target source P located at the left of the ap 
paratus as shown in the drawing, there is pro 
vided an optical system which includes a con 
densing lens 25. This lens is supported in a cir 
cular disk 26 in such a manner that the lens 
is located eccentrically with respect to the axis 
through the center of the supporting disk. Also, 
rigidly mounted to the lens supporting disk 26 
is another disk 21 which is provided with alter 
nate transparent and opaque sectors. The con 
?guration of the disk 21 and its relationship to 
the lens 26 is best illustrated in Fig. 3. This disk 
is provided within the area of the lens with a 
plurality of spaced transparent sectors such as 
28 with which are alternated a plurality of spaced 
opaque sectors such as 29. These sectors radiate 
from the center of the disk. All portions of the 
disk outside of the lens area are opaque, as illus 
trated. The unitary structure comprising the two 
disks 26 and 21 and the lens 25 is arranged for 
rotation about the central axes of the two disks 
by any conventional means (not shown). In the 
present form of the invention, it is preferred to 
arrange the axis of rotation of the lens structure , 
to coincide with the central axis of the tube 
through the center of the quadrant cathode [2. 
There also is provided a disk 30 which may be 

located between the rotating lens structure and 
the tube cathode l2. The disk 30 is a stationary 
structure and is located coaxially with the disks 
26 and 21. It also comprises a plurality of alter 
nate transparent sectors 3| and opaque sectors 
32 in like numbers and arrangement with re 
spect to the center of the disk as those of the 
disk 21. In this case, however, the sectors ex 
tend to the peripheral edge of the disk 36, as illus 
trated. 

Referring now to the operation of the described 
apparatus, assume that light coming'from‘a dis-"I 
tant target P is to be accurately located with re‘! 
spect to the central axis of the photocell mul-‘i' - 
tiplier tube. In the assumed instance, the target 
P is located somewhat above the line extend~ 
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ing‘ through the ‘centraltubeaxis. “As the lens 
supporting 'Iidi's‘k l-"structure " is rotated II about its 
central axis, 'arid‘thatl of the‘ tube; at "a "prede 
termined"'rate,'theilight ‘from the 1-target P is 
projected as a rr'elatively small’ moving: spot iof " 
light ~onto the photoelectric"?cathode [2. By rea 
son‘of the eccentrically mounted lens- 25, the‘path 
of‘ the light spot on thecathode'lis circulan'as 
indicated 'bythebroken linei33 of Fig. ‘2. ‘The 
center‘ of T ‘the "circular path 133 4 on -i the ‘I cathode 
represents ' the‘ =locat~ion of the? target“ light; source 
Pwith‘respect'to the‘ tube ‘axis. Therm-“ct course, 
isrnot‘iany" ‘visible indication of thisactuar tar 
get‘ location‘; on-‘the' i‘cathode. However; for ‘the 
purpose "of ilclarlifying ‘‘ this description“, the tar 
get" location on theicalihdde-il indicated-- iri'FigL-Q 
by the pointl?vwhichpit Tis seenplies?atia"small 
distance directly "below the centeri‘off the‘ cathode 
in the iquadrant‘ IV. ' It~lies "fbelow" rather than 
above‘ th‘eicathode‘center‘ by reason of. the image 
inverting property of the:i1ens‘25. 
The light which isrprojectedffonto the cathode 

I2 is I interrupted - at ' a 'predetermined rate Iib‘y 
means 1of the‘ continuously ‘changing-I relationship 
ofv the" disks 12] ~‘and1'3ll. When . the; transparent 
sectors: of these; two‘ disks such las‘kzs and '3 if re 
spectively "are in‘ register, light ‘from I the ‘ source 
P? ‘is-projected ‘ontof-s'om'e 'por'tionlof thecathode. 
At'uanlinstanti later "when the transparent 1 sec 
tors "s'u'ch asi28 ‘of the‘diski‘? ‘are in register with 
the‘ opaque sectors such'as‘sz OfJtheTdiSk'Sm-the 
light *be'afmis “interrupted and idoes‘ln'ot' reach‘ the 
cathode. It‘ ‘may be- seen- that thefprovisi‘on- ofwia 
plurality of such‘alternate transparent and‘ opaque 
sectors’on the disks'2‘l'an-d 30"willproduce an in 
terruption of the light beam at a rate determined 
by'the' number-of <disk sectors-‘land the ‘speed of 
rotation of the :diskt? relative tothe ?xedfdis'k 
3B. The resultthenlis a ‘succession of light ‘im 
pulses "pr‘oijectedpntothel cathode along a cir 
cularpathsomewhat ‘in the‘ manner‘ indicated by 
the'fbrokendine' 33 of Fig. 2. 
The electron‘. emission ‘fro'mithe'catho-de ‘quad 

rant'II,‘ for‘ example; may? be ampli?ed‘to any 
desired degree ‘by the associated electron‘ multi- ' 
plier which includes the ?rst stage'i-ele'ctrode l3. 
The 1“ electron remission from‘ this ‘and ii all “other 
cathode quardants "comprises a'steady emission 
commonly called the‘ dark current; plus an ‘inter 
mittent emission of somewhat greater intensity 
resulting from the light impulses. projected onto 
this ‘cathode quadrant ' from the target ‘light 
source. 'There ‘thus is' developed "in: the output 
resistors such as: 19 a‘sig‘nalvolta‘ge which'has a 
steady direct current "value representative of the 
SO-called ‘dark currentcathode" emission and, ‘in 
addition;- a- superimposed ‘pulsating voltage‘ which 
represents‘ the'alternatingv current component in 
dicative of vthe location‘ of the‘ target light/source 
with respectwto that particular cathode quad 
rant. By reasonrlofrthe employment ‘of the cou 
pling ‘condensers such 'as -23,'ib'etween the re 
spective=output ‘resistors I and? the - associated am 
pli?ers, there are impressed upon these‘ampli 
?ersgonly the -so-called alternating current'com 
ponents. of‘ the- voltages '1 developed in the 1' output 
resistors. -In-this>manner it is-seen that the so 
called dark current emission represented by-the 
direct‘ current component “of the voltages de 
veloped inthe output‘resistors isreliminated from 
the signals developed in the output circuits'of the 
ampli?ers. Obviously,.the multiplier. output im 
pedances, herein representedby- resistors 19 and 
20, may- instead if comprise iantiresonant circuit 
components tuned ~for I response substantially 

in 
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d 
only at »the flight ‘- interruption v.frequency. In 
sucha case thercouplingi condensers may be elim 
inated. 
IAs indicated"previously,.1a\vdevice 1of this .char 

acter' willlbeiprovidedwith an. ampli?er for each 
section 1 of ithe-‘cathode. ‘Inthe embodiment of 
the invention‘cho'seniforlillustration herein, a de 
vicefhav‘ingaa quardanticathode will be- provided 
with‘. iour'ampli?ers ‘similar-to‘ the ampli?ers I 2 I 
a-nd'22. lT-he average eutputfsignal Ifrom any'am 
pli?erioverlal-period of time is‘ representative of 
thellength foftheiarc of the circular trace #3! 
made‘iby thel'projection of-the llight spot on the 
cathode quadrant‘ associated with that ampli?er. 
Obviously, the ampli?er output voltage repre 

H sentative of the length of’ the arc- of the trace 
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33.0m- 9, given‘ cathode quadrant, when consid 
ered in relation-1' to thekvoltages representative ‘of 
the'other arc lengths-of the circular trace on the 
other Pcathode ‘quadrants,’ is information which 
can be correlated, in a @manner which subsequently 
will beidescr'ibed, to;indicatethe'position ‘of the 
target light: source'wiith respect to the center of 
the cathode. “The cathodecentenior conven 
ien'ce, is'a'ssumed tovlie on ‘the central axis of the 
tube. 

vAs- an example,‘ consider the signal voltages 
which ‘will ‘be developedunder the assumed con 
ditions in‘ the respective output ‘circuits of am 
pli?ers 2| and 22 vas representative of the por 
tions 'of the circular trace 33 ‘projected onto the 
respective cathode quadrants IIrand IV. If the 
target light source'is located asl'assumed in the 
position indicated by thei point ‘34, it is obvious 
that ‘the arc-‘length of the trace 33 appearing in 
cathode‘quadrant' IV- willbe considerably greater 
than that iappearingl-in' cathode quadrant II. 
Considering the periodic interruption of the light 
beam byrthel-lens supporting disk 21 and the 
cooperating‘stationary disk 30, ‘assume that, in 
theetimel the‘ElighV-projecting optical system'is 
functioning to ‘direct light onto the ‘cathode 
quadrant II, thereoccurinterruptions of the light 
beam resulting in the projection onto this cath 
ode quadrant of ten light impulses. In like man 
ner, assume that ‘in cathodequadrant IV there 
are projected thirty’ such light impulses. Inas 
much‘ as all-of-the light impulses are ‘of equal 
duration and‘ intensity, ‘it follows that the total 
emission'resulting ‘from the light projection onto 
the cathode quadrant IV will be substantially 
three times greaterthan the total emission from 
the cathode quadrant II. It'will be understood 
that the electron emission from the cathode 
areas referred to is that resulting from "the 
projection of the optical ‘image of the target 
light source onto the cathode and is in addition 
to the so-called dark-current emission. 
After suitable »multiplication by means of the 

described electron multipliers associated with 
each of the cathode quadrants, it is seen that 
the alternating current components of the sig 
na1 voltages developed in the output resistors 
l9 and’ Zllwill be ‘50 related. that the energy im 
pressed upon theampli?er 22 will be substantially 
three times. greater than ‘the energy impressed 
upon the ampli?er 2|. Similar conditions, of 
course, will obtain in the respective output cir 
cuits of these ampli?ers. 
‘Ins-substantially the same manner, the am 

pli?ers (not shown) associated with cathode 
quadrants I and III will produce in their re 
spective output circuits " signal voltages repre 
sentative of the arc lengths 10f the circularly 
projected ‘light path .33 appearing in -'-these 
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quadrants. Therefore, the four ampli?ers as 
sociated with the four quadrant areas of a photo 
electric cathode will produce signal voltages from 
which may be derived, by any conventional means. 
information regarding the accurate location of 
the center point 34 of the circular light trace 
3| relative to the center of the cathode. This 
information, of course, under the assumed con 
ditions also will be representative of the accurate 
location of the target light source P relative to 
the central axis of the tube. As indicated, the 
means for utilizing the signal voltages derived 
from the ampli?ers may be conventional and for 
this reason is not shown speci?cally herein for 
the reason that it- comprises no part of the in 
stant invention.’ 

It followsftherefore, that the photocell multi-V 
plier tube maybe oriented or aimed in a manner 
to bring the axis thereof in substantial alignment 
with the target light source P. In such a case, 
it is obvious that the center point 34 of the light 
trace 33, which then will be projected onto the 
cathode I2, will coincide with the center of the 
cathode at the intersection of the co-ordinate 
axes thereof. In such a case, the signal volt~ 
ages derived from the output circuits of the re— 
spective ampli?ers associated with the four cath 
ode quadrants will be substantially equal. There 
fore, these output voltages may be utilized in a 
manner to indicate that the circular light trace 
3| is centered about the origin of a cathode axis. 

It is contemplated to be within the scope of 
the instant invention that a photocell multiplier 
tube may be provided with a‘ cathode divided 
into any desired number of segments, and not 
necessarily into quadrant areas, as illustrated. 
In such cases, the ampli?ers associated with 
each of the cathode segments may be connected 
to suitable utilization circuits whereby the nec 
essary comparisons between the respective out 
put voltages may be made in order to produce 
the required information regarding the location 
of the target light source relative to a predeter 
mined reference axis. Obviously, this reference 
axis need not necessarily coincide with the cen 
tral or any other axis of the photocell multiplier 
tube. Also, it is considered that the instant 
invention is not limited necessarily to the em 
ployment of any particular type of electron 
multiplier. It is considered to be obvious that 
the electrode structure and arrangement of such 
multipliers may be substantially as desired to suit 
a particular type of tube. It also may be nec 
essary in some applications to dispense entirely 

' with electron multipliers used in cooperation with 
a photosensitive cathode. The emission from 
each cathode segment may, in such a case, be 
sui?cient for employment directly in the pro 
duction of signal voltages in an associated out 
put impedance device. The invention also is con 
sidered to be of su?icient scope to include the 
interposition of the light-interrupting disks be 
tween the target light source and the lens 25, 
instead of in the locations illustrated herein. 
While there has been described what, at pres 

ent, is considered the preferred embodiment of 
the invention, it will be obvious to those skilled 
in the art that various changes and modi?ca 
tions may be made therein without departing 
from the invention, and therefore, it is aimed in 
the appended claims to cover all such changes 
and modi?cations as fall within the true spirit 
and scope of the invention. 
What is claimed is: 
1. In a target seeking device, a photosensitive 
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8 
cathode, means including a rotating lens located 
in front of said cathode for projecting light from 
a target light source onto said cathode in a man 
ner to produce a circular trace having a center 
located with respect to a predetermined point of 
said cathode representative of the target source 
location relative to said cathode point, and mov 
able means located in front of said cathode for 
intermittently interrupting said projected light. 

2. A target seeking device comprising, a photo 
sensitive cathode divided into a plurality of elec 
tron emissive areas, means adjacent the respec 
tive emissive areas of said cathode for individu- - 
ally collecting the electron emission from each of 
said cathode areas, a lens located in front of said 
cathode for projecting light from a target light 
source onto said cathode and mounted for eccen 
tric rotation relative to a predetermined point 
of said cathode, and rotating means located in 
front of said cathode for periodically interrupt 
ing said projected light. ' 

3. A target seeking device comprising, a pho 
tosensitive cathode divided into a plurality of 
electron emissive areas, means adjacent the re 
spective emissive areas of said cathode for indi 
vidually amplifying the electron emission from 
each of said cathode areas, a pair of substantial-; 
1y identical devices each ‘having a plurality of al 
ternate transparent and opaque areas mounted 
between a target light source and said cathode, 
said devices being movable relative to one an 
other to interrupt light projected onto said cath 
ode from said source, and a lens mounted be 
tween said source and said cathode and adapted 
for eccentric rotation relative to the center of 
said cathode. 

4. A target seeking device comprising, a photo 
sensitive cathode divided into a plurality of elec 
tron emissive areas, an electron multiplier indi 
vidual to and operatively positioned with respect 
to‘ each of said cathode areas, a pair of coopera 
tively arranged disks, each having a plurality of 
alternate transparent and opaque sectors mount 
ed- between a target light source and said cath 
ode, said disks being rotatable relative to one an 
other to interrupt the light projected onto said 
cathode from said source, and a lens mounted be 
tween said source and said cathode and adapted 
for eccentric rotation relative to the center of 
one of said disks. 

5. A target seeking device comprising, a photo 
sensitive cathode divided into quadrant electron 
emissive areas, a multistage electron multiplier 
individual to and operatively positioned with re 
spect to each of said cathode areas, a pair of co 
axially arranged disks each having a plurality of 
alternate transparent and opaque sectors mount 
ed between a target light source and said cath 
ode, one of said disks being stationary and the 
other of said disks being rotatable about its cen 
ter, and a lens mounted eccentrically relative to 
the centers of said disks between said source and 
said cathode and adapted for rotation about the 
center of said disks. ' 

6. A target seeking device comprising, a pho 
tosensitive cathode divided into quadrant elec 
tron emissive areas, a multistage electron multi 
plier individual to and operatively associated 
with each of said cathode areas, an alternating 
current ampli?er capacitatively coupled to each 
of said multipliers, a pair of disks coaxially ar 
ranged With the center of said cathode and each 
having a plurality of alternate transparent and 
opaque sectors, said disks being mounted be 
tween a target light source and said cathode, one 
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of said disks being stationary and the other of 
said disks being rotatable about its center, and 
a lens mounted eccentrically relative to the cen 
ters of said disks between said source and said 
cathode and adapted for rotation by and with 5 
said rotatable disk. 

7. The method of locating a target light source 
which includes the steps of, projecting light from 
said source upon a photosensitive cathode in a 
substantially circular path, interrupting said 10 
projected light at a predetermined frequency, 
and separately amplifying the resulting electron 
emission from individual areas of said cathode. 

HANS W. G. SALINGER. 
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